Across
4. those who lead
5. to keep the commandments
6. looking for something
7. to testify
9. ocean waves
11. prompting we receive from the Holy Ghost

Down
1. a truth not seen
2. to be steadfast
3. a feeling of trust
4. to see into the future
8. timber and leaves
10. temples or high places
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Answers:
Across
4. those who lead **Prophets**
5. to keep the commandments **Obey**
6. looking for something **Search**
7. to testify **witnesses**
9. ocean waves **sea**
11. prompting we receive from the **Holy Ghost revelations**

Down
1. a truth not seen **faith**
2. to be steadfast **unshaken**
3. a feeling of trust **hope**
4. to see into the future **prophecy**
8. timber and leaves **trees**
10. temples or high places **mountains**